DATA PRIVACY STATEMENT FOR B NEXT (updated May 12, 2018)
We hope that we can give you enough information with this privacy statement, why this app needs
which data from you and what we do with it. Or DO NOT do with it.
First of all: Who are "we", who is behind this app? Our association is called Bibellesebund and it is
engaged in about 120 countries in this world in very different creative, funny, profound and careful way
for two goals:
1. that people can get to know God.
2. to be encouraged to encounter God daily through Bible reading and prayer.
Any more questions? Compliments? ;) Ideas? Encouragement? You can find our contact details in the
imprint.
So far about us who are behind this app. And now let’s get to data privacy:
In order that you can enjoy all the features of b next, our app needs an OKAY from you for the following things:
 Identity and phone status: The app checks your device for basic functionality. The read-out data is
used for the app configuration (for example: screen settings, audio / video playback) and is not
reused.
 Change/delete contents of the (USB) memory: b next can be filled with different contents (modules).
You will receive a code from an organizer. After entering the code, new content will be loaded into
your memory. Without this permission this is not possible and the app cannot be filled. Important for
you: The app does not have access to passwords, contact data or e-mails.
 Get Internet data / Control vibration function / Exit stand-by mode: If there's something new at b
next that you absolutely need to know, we'll send you a push message. But hey, don't worry, we only do that when it's really important.
 And if it annoys you: Just deactivate the push messages in the settings of your device (iOS: Settings/Messages/b next/Make messages allowed deactivated; Android: Settings/Options/Application
manager/b next/Disable notifications)
 complete internet access: We do not need this feature at the moment. But because it comes along
with the previous and the following point as a group, we cannot avoid it. For your information, full Internet access is required by apps that want to display advertisements and apps that contain a chat
that requires multiple devices to stay connected at all times. Both are currently not an issue at b
next. But it must be included.
 View network status and WIFI status: The app would like to know if you are connected to a wireless
network. If so, it uses this connection. If not, it accesses the Internet via the mobile data network (if
you have switched it on). A side effect: Theoretically, the app or Google can use it to determine
where you are. Unfortunately, we can't avoid that. However, it is important to note that b next does
not have a specific location feature like many apps do.
 Run at startup: When you start your mobile phone, the app checks whether there’s new information
available. So you stay up-to-date.

Prevent standby mode: If the app downloads new content to your mobile device, it may take a little
longer on the mobile network (we do not hope so, of course). If your device switches to standby
mode during this time, the connection will be interrupted. That would be a pity and therefore b next
prevents the standby mode for such cases. Furthermore, with older devices, a push message we
send to you will wake up your device from standby.
Some important things we have not mentioned so far:
 "Does b next actually pass on my personal data to third parties?" No, we do not!
 Why do we ask for your first and last name when you register? We need those to be able to
address you correctly when you send a personal message from within the app.
 Why do we ask for your e-mail address when registering? We need this address to send you a confirmation request and to get back to you when you send us a personal message from within the app.
We could also contact you in this way if you make any offensive comments in the chat forum.
 Why do we ask for a username when registering? This allows other users in the chat forum to
address you. And if you make multiple offensive statements in the chat forum, which we do not accept of course, we could identify you by it and exclude you from the chat forum.
 Of course, you can delete b next at any time if you are no longer happy with it. The only thing we
have stored from you is your user profile with your e-mail address. If you want us to delete this information, please let us know (e.g. before deleting the app via the contact feature or afterwards via
e-mail or telephone).
The new data protection regulation of the EU, valid from May 25, 2018, requires us to nominate a
representative in the EU. Bibellesebund Switzerland and Bibellesebund Germany are responsible
for b next. So Bibellesebund Germany (www.bibellesebund.de) is to be regarded as a representative in the EU.
You took the time to read all the notes. Great! We hope that we could strengthen your confidence in
us and our app. If you have any questions, just contact us via the imprint!
We hope you enjoy b next and make valuable discoveries with this app!

